A truly revolutionary design: King Wing 270° Awnings
unfolded

It isn’t often new ideas absolutely change the way people do things, this is the start of revolutionary thinking, beginning with the range of extremely
affordable vehicle mounted awnings back in the early days of the company, the team from Adventure Kings completely changed the way many
Australian campers chose to set up four wheel drives for camping. The addition of an Awning on the side of a vehicle adds a quick and simple solution
to shelter anywhere it is needed.For many years a standard square awning has been the go to requirement for even the simplest camping and beach
driving setups, that was until the release of so called “wing” style awnings that use a strong skeleton underneath the canopy to support the UPF50+
and fully waterproof awning fabric which can fold out all the way around to the rear of a vehicle. For many years the brands making these have
produced light weight designs that were prohibitive in price, that was all until June this year.

The turning point was when Adventure Kings the industry’s most cost-effective camping brand released one of the best bang for buck 270° Wing
Awnings available in Australia. Priced at nearly half what the nearest competitors offer, it is sure to be a hit this summer.There are many benefits to
the 270° King Wing Awning primarily the extra sheltered area, boasting an impressive 11m² which is nearly double the space offered by the 2.5m x
2.5m Awning, additionally due to its design can be set up by a single person by simply unfolding the arms and placing the attached legs in position.
Simple to setup, it is also just as simple to fold away, with small captive hooks on each poles peggable feet, once set up it is possible to adjust the leg
lengths to the ideal height for camping and clip them into place for a quicker setup next time.

Plus, every 270° King Wing comes with a full DIY fitting kit + pegs and guy ropes included at no extra cost – with ultra-heavy-duty galvanised steel
mounts that are incredibly strong and easy to install.
For more information about the whole range of Adventure Kings Awnings head to www.4WDSupacentre.com.au visit one of the stores at 4WD
Supacentre or approved dealers to see the 270° King Wing in person or call 1800 88 39 64 to talk directly to an expert!
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